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Angela Merici was born in the late 15th
Century in a small village in northern Italy.
Angela founded the Company of St. Ursula,
a group of women living a life of consecrated
virginity in the “world.” Her followers did
not live in convents but rather lived in their
own homes and worked for their living. They
did not have a specific ministry but were to
respond to the needs of their times. Leading a
holy life was their focus. She was a reconciler
and business woman, and urged others to
be like a “piazza” (a place of openness and
welcome). She was canonized a saint in 1807.
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If you wish to come to spend a day, an
overnight, a few days or longer,
contact Jan Crawley at (502) 896-3948
or jcrawley@ursulineslou.org for information
and reservations.

The Charism of Angela and the
charism of the Ursuline Sisters is a
contemplative love of God that compels
us to serve the needs of others.

Angelas’ Room
A Hermitage in the City

This one-bedroom apartment is just for
you if you want a place to go for silence
and prayer that is not far from home.
Saint Angela Merici founded the
Ursuline Sisters in Brescia, Italy, in
1535. She had a deep and abiding love
relationship with God. The Ursuline
Sisters believe that Angela is pleased to
have this sacred space dedicated for the
purpose of prayer, solitude and silence.
The selfcontained
apartment
a place
(living room,
kitchen, bath,
to go for
bedroom) is
attached to
the rear of
the Ursuline
Motherhouse
and has its
own separate
entrance.
The space is
simple, has a
cd player and relaxing CD’s, art materials
and a few books. The spacious grounds
of the Ursuline Campus are available
for a safe place to walk and to appreciate
nature. There are really no “rules” for
Angela’s Room except that you come
with a desire to pray and that the space
is treated with reverence and respect.
Reservations will be accepted on a first
come/first served basis.

“Thank you so much for the peaceful setting for reflection.The quiet
and solace brought a welcome shelter from the fast-paced world.”
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&
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• The apartment is equipped with a coffee
pot, two-burner stove, small refrigerator
and a microwave.

• I f you wish to meet with a spiritual director
while you are with us, a trained spiritual
director can be available for a fee.

• Eucharistic Liturgy is offered daily
at 11:15 AM except Saturday in the
Motherhouse Chapel.

•E
 njoy your stay, come again soon and
spread the word.

